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1. Introduction. S.Kotό [ 1 ] proved that in a compact ίC-space, if a skew-

symmetric pure tensor 7\...ίp

 υ is almost-analytic, then it is harmonic. This is

an extension of Tachibana's result2} on an almost-analytic vector in a compact

K-space to an almost-analytic tensor. The main purpose of this paper is to try

an extension of the same Tachibana's result3 > on an almost-analytic vector in a

compact almost-Kahlerian space to the case of a tensor.

In §2 we shall give some preliminary facts for later use. In §3 we shall

prove some lemmas on almost-analytic tensors. Most part of the last section

will be devoted to the proof of the main theorem.

2. Almost-Kahlerian spaces.4) Let X2n be a 2n-dimensional almost-complex

space5) with local coordinates {x1} and φ/ its almost-complex structure, then

by definition we have

(2. 1) φ/φ/=-%.

We define two linear operators

and say a tensor is pure (hybrid) in two indices if it is annihilated by transvection

of *O(O) on these indices and if a tensor is pure in every pair of indices, then

it is called a pure tensor. For instance φf is pure in j,i. In this place, the

following properties can be easily verified.

If Tji is pure (hybrid) in j, i, then we have

ψiTjr = φ/Tn (ψiTjr = - ψjrTrι).

If Tjt is pure in j, i and Sji is hybrid in j, z, then

we have

TόiS
3i = 0.

If TH is pure in j,i and at the same time hybrid in j,i, then it vanishes.

If Tji is pure in j,i and S/ is pure (hybrid) in j,i, then TirSi is pure

(hybrid) in j, i.

1) As to the notations we follow S. Sawaki [2]. Indices run over 1,2, •• ,2w.
2) S.Tachibana [4].
3) S.Tachibana [3].
4), 5), 6) For example, see K. Yano [6].
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For an arbitrary tensor Tju TH + φ?φiTah is hybrid in j,i, and TH

- φfφfTaj, is pure in j, i.

Throughout this paper, in every calculation concerning with purity and

hybridity, these properties will be used.

Now, an almost-complex space with the structure (φf, gjt) satisfying the

following relations is called an almost-Kahlerian space:

(2. 2) gaiψtψi = fito,

(2. 3) Vόψih + Vίψhj + VHΨH = 0

where φ^ = gnψί and V; denotes the operator of Riemannian derivation.

It is easily verified that VfPih is Pu^e in i, h and therefore Vjψi1 is hybrid

in z, h, that is,

(2. 4) "OSv/pai = 0, OtfVjPα* = 0.

From (2.2), we have

(2. 5) φH = - ^ u .

And in an almost-Kahlerian space, we know that Vffiih is a pure tensor and

therefore Vόψi1 is hybrid in j, h, that is,

(2. 6) *O$Vα<?iδ = 0, OfVaψi' = 07>

from which it follows

(2. 7) Vrψί = 0.

Let -RfcjiΛ and i?^ ^ J?rji
r be Riemannian curvature tensor and Ricci

tensor respectively, then by the Ricci's identity and (2.7), we have

(2. 8) Wόψr1 = \ <PrSRrsj

l + RjW

where Vr = gtrVt and φrs — gtrφt*.

3. Almost-analytic tensors. We say that a covariant pure tensor

in an almost-complex space is almost-analytic if it satisfies

r = l

where Tk.,+ s=φFk Ttu...h and dt=d/da*.

This equation can be written in the tensor form

(3. 1) φk

ιVιTtι...ip - VkTh..Λ, + Σ, (V^OTV.t . i, = 0
r=i

and we notice ψ\[Γu^.Λp = 0>iPTil...ι...tj, for every r ( l ^r^p).

7) For example, see S. Sawaki [2].
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For almost-analytic tensors, the following lemma can be easily verified too
by a straightforward calculation.

LEMMA 3.1. (S.Tachibana [5]) In an almost-complex space, if Ttι...ip is

a skew-symmetric pure tensor then T^...^ is also a skew-symmetric pure tensor

and if Tίv.Λp is almost-analytic, then so is Tiχ..Λp.

Moreover, since

Vlr(<PkTiι...t...U = (Vir<Pk)Ti1...t..Λp + <PkVirTh...t...ip

we have
P P ^ P

Σ (Vtr<Pk)Tiι;m.tm..i, = Σ VirTtι.,mkmmmi, - Σφk

tVlτTiι...t..Λί).
r=l r=i r=l

But, if Ttlm,Λp is skew-symmetric, then by the above lemma, so is T<1...ipand
hence (3.1) is equivalent to

(3. 2) ^*'V[iT<1...ι,]-vίfcTfl...w = 0 .

Thus we have the following

LEMMA 3. 2. (S.Kotό [1]) In an almost-complex space, if skew-symmetric

pure tensors Tiχm.Λp and Tiχ.,Λp are both closed, then they are almost-analytic.

Now we assume we are in an almost-Kahlerian space and let Tίl...tj,be an
almost-analytic tensor.
Transvecting (3.1) with φh

k, we have

VnTh...ip + - P / V ^ / T V . O - E^AVi^OTVx.-i, = o

from which it follows

(3. 3) VnTh..Λp + φh

kφ

In this equation, VhTiv,Λp + ̂ ΛV<ι

ίV*Tf

Mt...ij,is hybrid in h, ix. And φh

k{
Ttι...t.mmt£r'^2) is also hybrid in h, tl9 because, by (2. 4), (ph

kVir<Pk is hybrid in h,
t and Ύix,..t..Λp is pure in il9t. Hence the left-hand side of (3.3) is hybrid in h,
iλ. Similarly, by (2. 6) the right-hand side of (3. 3) is pure in h, ix.

Consequently, from (3. 3) we have

(3. 4) VhTk..Λp + φh

kφ\NicTu2..Λp ~ Σ <pAVirφΐ)Th..Λ..Λp = 0
1=2

and

φΛVt&t* - VMr)Ttu...ip = 0

or by (2.1) and (2.3), the latter is equivalent to
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(3. 5) (VW)Γ«,..Λ = O.

Thus we have the following

LEMMA 3.3.8) In an almost-Kdhlerian space, a pure tensor TtlmmΛp is
almost-analytic if and only if

(l) V/JV. ί p + <ph

l<Pi!viTth..AP - φh

ι Σ (Vif<pιt)τiι...t...i, = o,

(2) (VV«.F«,..^ = 0.

Again we consider an almost-analytic skew-symmetric tensor Th.,Λp.
Since Tt'-t'=gt*>.»f >¥*..*,* pure in ir, i. (r Φ s) and by (2. 6), (χtjPtt)Ttt...t...i,
is hybrid in z'r, ίs, we have

(3. 6) ft'-i'i:(virφ,t)Tiι..,,..h = 0.

Multiplying (3.1) by Th"Λp and making use of (3. 6), we find

φ^+ViT^i, -Tf'+ViT^t, = 0.

Operating VΛ to this equation and using (2.7), we have

(3. 7) vΛv^-'OviTV..., + φ/r-^'yιτil...lp ^

- (VT'- 'OV J V Λ - T' -^v^T,,...^ = 0.

On the other hand, multiplying (3.1) by γkTiι -ίp, we have

(3. 8) φfrKfr '^ViT^Λ, - (V^-^V.T,,..^ + p{ViW)Tth..ΛvV
kT^Λ> - 0

Forming the difference (3. 7)—(3. 8), we have

(3. 9) ^ r * *v*V,T,,..ι, - T^-^v^T,,..^ ^

- piVi&^T^.^T^ - 0.

For the first term of the left-hand side of (3.9), by virtue of the Ricci's
identity, we have

Hence (3. 9) can be written in the form

8) S. Sawaki [2].
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(3.10) \ ppklTl-^Rm:Tsh.,Ap + f^^vkVkfiv.Λp

But, since Tti...tp is also almost-analytic, from (2) of Lemma 3. 3, we have

V..<, = 0 or (ViWW-Λ> = 0

and then operating V* to the last equation, we get

(V*Vi1p*ί)Tfl l + (VHΨ^T^ = 0
or making use of (2.8)

(3.11) \ φ^R^ί + R^)V^ + (v^OV*?1'-'' - 0.

Accordingly, forming the difference (3.10) - ρTttt...tp x (3.11), we get

r ' - ^VJV.^ - pT^R^T^.j, = 0

that is,

(3.12) (v'ViJV..,, ~ pRh

sTsί2..Λp)T^ = 0.

Thus if we use the relation 7\...ip = — Th...ίp, then by Lemma 3.1 we have
the following

LEMMA 3.4. In an almost-Kdhlerian space, if Tiv.,ip is a skew-symmetric
almost-analytic tensor, then we have

(V'VJV.,, - pRt'Ts^OT^ = 0.

4. Main theorem.

THEOREM 4.1. In a compact almost-Kdhlerian space, if a skew-symmetric
pure tensor Tiv.Λp is almost-analytic, then it is harmonic.

PROOF. From Lemma 3.3, we have

(4. 1) V/JV.Λ + φMΐViTt^.Λ, - φh

ι

r=2

(4. 2) (vVΛil)^... ip = 0.

Operating Vi! to (4.2), we find

(4. 3) (Vi2VVM.)T«2...ίp + (vW)V i 2T ί i 2... ί p = 0.

On the other hand, by the Ricci's identity
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2

and therefore (4.3) turns to

/ A i\ (~D<xb t i "Dab t \rT* I ^)ίχy^ \——i2

rI' . ί"\

Transvecting (4.4) with φc

h, we get

i.e.

(4. 5) - (Ra\c + tpnWR^tjr^.t, + 2Ra\cTabh..Λp

+ ^'(vV^V T̂ ...,, = 0.

But, we have

(Rabhc + <Pht(Pc1Rabti1)TaMs...ipT'hCl3"Λp = 0

because i?αδ

Λc + ψnψc'R^ti, is hybrid in &, c and Thch Λj> is pure in &,<:.

Hence, multiplying (4.5) by Thcίt Λp, we find

(4. 6) [Ra\cTa>h..Λp + ̂ c H v W v ί 2 7 V . i p ] TΛcί"••*- = 0.

In this place, since by (2.6) ̂ tφhix is pure in t, i u we have

and consequently (4.6) can be written in the form

(4 7) [Ra\cTabi9..Λp + ̂ \Vi^nc)VhTth..Ap]Thci-^ = 0.

In the next place, transvecting (4.1) with gilh and taking account of skew-

symmetricity of Th..Λp, we get

and again transvecting the last equation with φk

h, we have

(4. 8) φhtVkTth..Λv = (Vιφ*t)T1ιtk...t9.

Since, by (4.2) the right-hand side of (4.8) vanishes, we have

(4. 9) φthVkTtk..Λp = 0.

On the other hand, φti2Tth..Λp = 0 because <pth is hybrid in t, i2 and Tίί!...ij,is

pure in ί, /2. Operating VA to the last equation, we get

φthVkTu,.ΛP + (V,φth)Tίί2...is = 0

from which and (4.9), it follows

(4.10) (Vkφ
ιlί)Tlh..Λ, = 0.

Accordingly from (4.7), we have

(4.11) Ra\cT^....t,T'wi'-1'= 0.

Hence, if in an almost-Kahlerian space a skew-symmetric tensor Tiχ,,Λp is

almost-analytic, then by Lemma 3.4 and (4.11) we find
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(412) (ΔIV.OT''-4'

= ίvnVnTh...u - έiVTV..*...*,-Σ,Ra\,<.τh.,.a...t...lp)Tί>-i>
s

^ Ra\hTm>...ίr)T>-1' = 0

where ΔTf,...̂  is the Laplacian of' Tiv.Λp.

Thus, from the well known integral formula

(4.13) f [ (ΔT(1...O T*-** + (p

we can deduce VEΛT1^...^ = 0 and v'T1^...*, = 0, that is, Ti,...!, is a
harmonic tensor. q.e.d.

Moreover, according to this theorem, Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.2, we have
the following

THEOREM 4. 2.10) In a compact almost-Kdhlerian space, a necessary and
sufficient condition that a skew-symmetric pure tensor Tilm..ip be almost-analytic

is that TIX..AP and Tiv,Λp are both harmonic.

We conclude this section with the following two theorems.

THEOREM 4. 3. In an almost-Kdhlerian space, if a skew-symmetric almost-

analytic tensor T^...^ is closed, then Tiχ..Λv and T4ι...tj, are both harmonic.

PROOF. Transvecting (4.1) with ghi\ we get

(4.14) 2 V

Λ T Λ i 2 . . . i , = έ φhXvir<Pιt)Thi2...t...ip

but since Vuψi1 is pure in ir, I, we have φhιVirψιt = <Pir

lVi<Pht and therefore

(4.14) turns to

(4.15) 2vhThί2..Λp = έ φΛV*PM)TMt...t...i..
r=2

From (4.15), we have

vhτhU..Λp = o
because by virtue of (4.10), the right-hand side of (4.15) vanishes. Hence for

Tiχ.,Λv also, we have

9) K. Yano and S. Bochner [7].
10) For a vector, see S. Tachibana [3].
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vhτhi2..Λp = o
and if Tilm.Λp is closed, then by (3.2) ΎiχmmΛp is also closed, q.e.d.

By this theorem and Lemma 3.2, we have

THEOREM 4.4. In an almost-Kdhlerian space, if skew-symmetric pure

tensors Tilm..tp and Tiχ^Λp are both closed, then they are both harmonic.
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